SERIALS OF THE ENERGY MATION ADMINISTRATION Bert Chapman
Energy is an important element of the American economy. At the same time, it plays a vital role in American foreign policy and national security, as recent and ongoing developments in the Middle East illustrate. This heightened level of influence in national consciousness is a relatively recent phenomenon and has led to the production of numerous energy information sources from commercial and governmental sources.
The U.S. government is a major source of energy information. Until recently, however, locating this information from areliable and centralized government source was a challenging experience. According to a General Accounting Office study, as recently as 1976, 238 major governmental energy data gathering programs were operated by 23 executive branch departments and independent agencies, with sources for this data includingtheFederal Power Commission, Federal Energy Administration, and Bureau of Mines. ' The 1973 Arab oil embargo highlighted the consequences of not having a centralized source of energy information. Congressional reaction to this problem came in the form of Public Laws 93-275 (Federal Energy Administration Act of 1974) and 95-91 (Department of Energy Organization Act), which led to the creation of the Department of Energy (DOE) and the Energy Information Administration @IA) .2 EIA was congressionally mandated to be a separate entity within DOE and separated from DOE'S role in "formulating and advocating national energy policy. "3 According to its statutory charter EIA's overall goal consisted of producing 0429-J-01. SIN 061-003-00760- 1. Issue transportation, the oil and gas outlook focusing on production, supply, demand, price, and regulatory overview of major uncertainties, and the outlook for electricity and coal Its "Major Energy focusing on topics such as demand, price, and environhighlighted the Iraqi mental regulations.
mmarizing trends in
Appendixes provide projections for growth rates ion,production,imports, in various energy sectors utilizing high and low egislation enacted in 1990 economic growth scenarios, the long-term effects of Interruztional Energy Annual offers an overview of global energy trends, statistics, and developments for over 190 countries with primary emphasis on petroleum, natural gas, coal, and electricity. Sources for this data include published sources and reports from U.S. Embassy personnel in foreign countries.
An executive summary lists overall international energy trends and focuses on production and consumption trends in the aforementioned commodities for selected geographic regions. Statistics are provided for numerous countries. The next seven chapters provide summaries, statistics, and charts focusing on primary energy production and consumption, petroleum supply, disposition, and refming capacity, natural gas supply and disposition, coal supply and disposition, electricity supply, consumption, and capacity by type, and world energy reserves. These chapters conclude with citations to U. S . , foreign, and international government publications used in compiling this data.
International Energy Annual concludes with appendixes listing energy production statistics converted from metric to British thermal units, international energy prices, other conversion tables, and a glossary. The cumulative efFect of these contents is a volume that will enable the user to gain enhanced understanding of international energy statistics and developments while not being overwhelmed by technical jargon or incomprehensible statistical tables. anies. An appendix is included. . This two-volume publication provides information about the supply and disposition of crude oil and petroleum products. The first volume opens with a feature article examining trends and developments in the supply of U.S. petroleum.
The volume is subsequently divided into three sections-summary statistics, detailed statistics, and refinery capacity-which collectively describe major petroleum industry trends, including data on supplies for various petroleum commodities, refinery capacity and operations, imports, exports, and refi.n&q sales and mergers.
The This quarterly monitors oil and natural gas discoveries in foreign countries with analysis of consequent reserve additions. It opens with an introduction and overview of trends and developments in international petroleum and natural gas exploration featuring highlights of developments in these areas from
Appendixes document foreign oil and gas discover-U. S. Crude Oil, Natural Gas, and Natural Gas Liquid This report presents financial and operation formation from all major interstate natural gas mpanies operating in the United States.
An overview stresses the importance of the 1978 atural Gas Policy Act and 1986 Tax Reform Act on operations of natural gas producers.14 It also lists statistics for the 44 interstate natural gas pipeline anies listed in this volume. Thesestatistics include ance sheet statements, cash flow, gas customers, , operating revenues, gas operation and maintece expenses, sales advertising, customer services, esearch, development and demonstraed physical characteristics gas industry including number f storage wells, and pipeline mileage.
Appendixes include an index of which states ividual companies provide service to, orders of the eral Energy Regulatory Commission, and major p~peline companies with subsidiary companies. This annual provides information concerning the . * . complete reserves, production, and delivery capabilities of the 68 interstate pipeline companies required to file such information with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
G a s
-SERIALS OF TBE ENERGY INFORMATION ADM~STRATION -An overview section summarizes topics such.as domestic natural gas reserves and annual production. Primary sections of this work provide statistics on the distributionof natural gas reserves and production, the domestic and total natural gas supplies of major jurisdictional companies, deliverability, and pipeline imports.
Appendixes cover data collection and report methodology and list jurisdictional companies and state subdivisions. The cumulative result is a picture of I ongoing developments in natural gas supply and delivery, as well as possible future trends in these areas, which should benefit individuals and organizations interested in these areas. A bibliography and a glossary are included. Electric Power Monthly provides monthly summaries of national, state, and census division electric utility statistics. Contents include feature articles on nonutility power producers and electric utility demandside management. Other sections highlight monthly trends and developments in the electric utility industry and provide monthly statistics on net geperation, consumption, stocks, receipt/cost, sales revenue, average revenue per kilowatt hour, and monthly and annual plant aggregates involving net generation, fuel consumption, fuel stocks, receipts, costs, and fossil fuel quality.
Appendixes list specific power disturbances and their impact, references to related EIA publications, and technical notes. A glossary is included. This annual summarizes electric utility statistics at national, state, and regional levels. The "Industry at a Glance" column profiles electric power industry ownership and performance, reviews generating capacity and other statistics for that year, and makes various quantitative projections for the next two decades,
Other sections examine present and proposed electric utility generating capabilities, net utility generation broken down by energy source throughout the country, electric utility fossil fuel statistics, retail sales and revenue, financial statistics, and environmental statistics including emissions and electric power transactions such as resource sharing among utilities.
Appendixes list the time, cause, location, duration, and customers affected by major disturbances in electric service, a bibliography, technical notes describing the various forms electric utilities are required to submit to EIA, and a glossary. This annual provides data on operation, maintenance, and fuel expenses for all major U.S. investorowned electric utilities. The overview provides industrywide coverage of electric plant costs. Subsequent sections provide detailed cost breakdowns for hydroelectric, fossil-fueled steam electric, nuclear steamelectric, and gas turbine and small electric plants with listings provided for individual plants of specific utilities.
Electric Plant
Appendixes list electric utilities by state, provide alphabetical listings of the aforementioned varieties of plants, design and ownership for jointly owned plants, technical notes on forms used in compiling data for this publication, a map of regional Electric Reliability Council areas, and a glossary.
The overall picture provides detailed coverage of the various annual costs borne by U.S. electric utility companies. This portrait would be strengthened further if the financial and personnel costs incurred by these companies due to governmental regulation were also incorporated into these figures as well as the costs passed on to consumers due to such regulation.
by individual
The third section provides summary federal electric utilities including the Authority, Southwestern Power Bonneville Power Administration.
Appendixes feature electric cooperative utility respondents, included. An executive summary stresses the modest gro of 1990 electricity sales, the increased share electric has in the energy mark electricity suppliers will ty demands. Annual 0 then divides into three sectio in 1990, the outlook 2010, and the impact of certain provisions of the 1 Clean Air Act on the electricity industry. Specific covered in these sections include the fall o electricity prices, electricity encountering the envi mental movement, that existing electric capacity meet demand until the mid-1990s, regional differen in electric generation and sulfur dioxide emissions, that utilities will stop using high sulfur coal by 201 This annual contains summarized and detailed financial data on publicly owned electric utilities. It opens with an introduction providing background data on the U.S. electric power industry including federal electric utilities and rural electric cooperatives.
Annuul
The first section provides summary statistics of selected publicly owned electric utilities. Contents in this section include the largest publicly owned electric utilities by sale and composite balance sheets for [1989] [1990] .
A second section of detailed public owned utility statistics represents the heart of this compilation. The numerous features of this section include the twenty largest utilities ranked by revenues,'' utility operation Commercial Nuclear Power provides global data and analysis for commercial nuclear generating units and nuclear power projections in countries with free market economies.
The executive summary and introduction summarize U.S. and international nuclear power trends. A chapter on U.S. nuclear power status also provides speculative projections for U.S . 
